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The importance of CCS just got bigger!

COP21 Paris – Game Changer
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) 21st Session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 21)
and 11th session of the Conference of the Parties serving as the
Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (CMP 11)
A new climate change framework called the ‘Paris Agreement’,
which aims to:
§ provide a long–lived architecture to guide ‘meaningful’ climate
actions (mitigation and adaptation)
o stabilise atmospheric emissions concentrations
o mobilise the necessary resources to support a resilient and
low carbon global economy) post-2020
period for many generations to come

COP21 Paris -Global CCS Institute’s role
The Global CCS Institute is an accredited observer to the
UNFCCC, IPCC, GCF and is a Network member of the Climate
Technology Centre.
Main Goals
§ Positively and publicly advocate for the importance and integrity of
CCS mitigation to help deliver on the UNFCCC objective
§ Influence and leverage the international mechanisms, funding
arrangements and expertise to help mobilise the resources required to

deploy CCS

Delivered
§ One of only four CCS organisations
§ Actively participated in all of the UNFCCC meetings ahead of COP 21
§ At COP21
o Hosted side-events and co-sponsored others
o Hosted a collaborative CCS exhibit
o Hosted a media briefing with external reporters and numerous
other discussion and advocacy events
o For more information please visit the Institute’s COP21 webpage:
http://cop21.globalccsinstitute.com

COP21 Paris - Outcomes
§ The ‘Paris Agreement’ was adopted by all 195 UNFCCC
participating parties (including the European Union) on 12
December 2015.
§ The Paris Agreement will enter into force when 55 countries
that produce at least 55% of the world's greenhouse gas
emissions ratify the Agreement. (Article 21)
§ The Paris Agreement will be legally binding upon ‘entry into
force’ for those Parties that choose to ratify it, but some
components, such as climate finance, will not be legally
binding
§ Very high likelihood that the Paris Agreement could enter into
force this year

COP21 Paris – Game Changer
§ Bold ambition:
o Target of keeping temperature change to ‘well below’ 2°C aiming for
1.5°C (Article 2)
o Reach global peak emissions asap (Article 4)
o GHG emissions neutrality needs to be reached between 2050 and
2100 (Article 4)
— Both outcomes can only be achieved by including CCS and BECCS
§ Current post-2020 pledges (INDCs)
o Amount to approximately 2.7°C (and more likely between 3.0°C and
3.5°C)
§ 5 Yearly review of Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) and
achievements
o Starting with a facilitative dialogue in 2018 and a global stocktake in
2023

Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs)
§ 159 countries plus the European Union (representing its
28 Member States without separate pledges) have submitted
climate action pledges, collectively representing:
— 94% of global emissions
— 97% of global population
§

2020 INDCà NDCs for countries that ratify Paris
Agreement (currently 177 commitments including US and
China)

§ The Agreement states developed countries ‘should continue
taking the lead by undertaking economy-wide absolute
emission reduction targets’. Developing countries are
encouraged to do this over time (Article 4)

INDCs and CCS
10 countries recognise explicitly CCS as a technology to
reduce emissions
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Bahrain
Malawi
Canada
Norway
China
Saudi Arabia
Egypt
South Africa
Iran
UAE

COP21 Paris – only the beginning

COP21 Paris – further outcomes
Transparency and accountability
§

Developed countries have to disclose their annual emissions,
progress on targets and financing contributions every two years.
Developing countries can do so voluntarily (Article 13)

§

There will be global stocktake of progress under the Paris
Agreement. The first stocktake will be in 2023 and then every five
years (Article 14)

Technology development and transfer
§

The Agreement recognises the importance of technology and
innovation to achieving emissions reduction goals.

§

Establishes a ‘Technology Framework’ for which rules will be
adopted at COP in 2016

Legality
§ The Paris Agreement will be legally binding upon ‘entry into force’ for
those Parties that choose to ratify it, but some components, such as
climate finance, will not be legally binding.

COP21 Paris – further outcomes, broader reach
Financing
§ Developed countries will provide finance to assist developing
countries (Article 9). Non-binding agreement that climate financing
will be at least US$100 billion a year from 2020.
§ Internationally transferred mitigation outcomes (Article 6 )– a new
market mechanism?

Mission Innovation
§

20 countries to double clean energy R&D over 5 years to make
clean energy widely affordable.

New IPCC report 2018 - 1.5oC
§ The Institute is an accredited observer to the IPCC.
§

Nominated person for input into Special 1.5oC Chapter

CCS and COP21
It is very relevant
§ Countries will increasingly look to CCS
§ Will feature in IPCC Report
§ CCS was the topic of a Technical Expert Meeting (TEM) in
October 2014.
o A high potential mitigation option in the pre 2020 period
§ CCS is an eligible activity in the Clean Development
Mechanism, Green Climate Fund and is explicitly cited in the
Kyoto Protocol (Art 2.1.a.iv)

The challenge for CCS just got bigger!

Fossil fuel demand growing and reserves robust

Fossil fuel proved reserves:
6 trillion barrels of oil equivalent
Reserves to produc2on ra2o: ~75
years

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook, 2015 (New policies scenario)

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2015

New Fossil Fuel Facilities Challenge Climate Ambition (1)
§ Climate Tracker counts 2400 new coal generation plants to
2030; all unabated
Operating
since 2010
Under construction

15

New Fossil Fuel Facilities Challenge Climate Ambition (2)

§ Climate Tracker counts 2400 new coal generation plants to
2030; all unabated
§ Gas turbines being built at high rates, especially in USA
§ 25% of emissions come from industrial processes like steel,
cement, fertiliser, petrochemicals with no policy to address
them

Source: Global Status of CCS: 2015, Global CCS Institute (2015)

New Fossil Fuel Facilities Challenge Climate Ambition (3)

§ Climate Tracker counts 2400 new coal generation plants to
2030; all unabated
§ Gas turbines being built at high rates, especially in USA
§ 25% of emissions come from industrial processes like steel,
cement, fertiliser, petrochemicals with no policy to address
them
§ IEA says for 2oC :
— 4,000 million tonnes of CO2 stored via CCS by 2040
§ On track for 40 million tonnes in 2020…

CCS is a vital element of a low-carbon energy future

Gt CO2 emissions

6DS

2DS

Source: IEA Energy Technology
Perspectives (2015)

A transformation in how we generate and use energy is needed

Policy Trends

Strong policy drives investment
USD billion

§ Scale of renewables investment
is instructive
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§ CCS has not enjoyed
commensurate policy support
§ EOR has provided impetus in
North America
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§ How do we get CCS onto a
similar curve?
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All clean energy

Data source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance as shown in IEA presentation “Carbon Capture and Storage: Perspectives from
the International Energy Agency”, presented at National CCS week in Australia, September 2014.

Policy – Australia
Economy wide emissions reduction targets
§ 2020 target – 5% below 2000 levels (equivalent 13% below 2005 level)
§ 2030 target – 26% to 28% below 2005
Key policies to meet the targets
§ Emissions Reduction Fund - purchases emissions reduction via auctions. First
auction held in April 2015. Purchased over 47 million tonnes at average price of
AUD$13.95 per tonne. Second auction - 45.5 million tonnes at an average price
of AUD $12.25 per tonne. Third Auction 50.4 million tonnes at average of $10.23
per tonne
§ Direct Action safeguard mechanism – sectoral/ facility emission restrictions,
involving crediting and purchasing of emissions units
§ Renewable Energy Target - over 23% of Australia’s electricity will come from
renewable sources by 2020
CCS policy
§ R&D funding
§ China Post-Combustion Capture partnership
§ State government activities (e.g. CarbonNet)

Policy – China
2020 goals
§ Reduce CO2 emissions per unit of GDP by 40% to 45% from 2005 levels
§ Increase share of non-fossil fuels in primary energy consumption to ~15%
2030 goals
§ Peak CO2 emissions around 2030, with best efforts to peak early
§ Reduce CO2 emissions per unit of GDP by 60% to 65% from 2005 levels
§ Increase share of non-fossil fuels in primary energy consumption to ~20%
Policies
§ INDC includes commitment to strengthen R&D, commercialization and
demonstration for low-carbon technologies such as CCS.
§ International collaboration: US-China Joint Presidential Statement
§ Momentum around carbon markets: carbon trading pilots in 7 provinces,
moving towards implementation of national scheme.

Policy - Americas
Canada
§ 30% reduction on 2005 greenhouse gas emissions by 2030
§ Power sector emissions standards and plant age restrictions
§ Large scale CCS project and R&D funding
§ Power purchase arrangements
United States
§ 26-28% domestic reduction in greenhouse gases by 2025 compared to 2005,
making its best effort to reach the 28% target
§ Large scale CCS project and R&D funding
§ Power purchase arrangements
§ Tax credits for CCS projects
§ Power sector emissions performance standards

Policy – Europe
United Kingdom
§ EU Member States committed to at least 40% domestic reduction in emissions
by 2030 compared to 1990
§ Government stance towards CCS unclear following cancelation of
Commercialisation Programme
§ CCS projects may retain access to technology neutral policies, such as
Contracts For Difference

Norway
§ At least 40% reduction in emissions by 2030 compared to 1990 levels
§ Fiscal incentives (carbon tax, carbon pricing) for CCS
§ Direct funding for CCS projects and R&D
§ International collaboration/ knowledge sharing

Policy pathways for CCS

Source: IEA/ OECD, A Policy Strategy for CCS (2012)

CCS POLICY INDICATOR RESULTS (2015)

Source: Carbon Capture and Storage Policy Indicator 2015 Update, Global CCS Institute (2015)
* Size of bubbles denotes number of projects as of October 2015.

COP21 Paris – More to come
CCS had a high profile at COP21 as a mitigation option
§

Encourage Parties to include CCS in their Intended Nationally
Determined Contributions (INDCs) especially as they prepare to
submit their Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) in the 1st
half of 2020;

§

Ensure that the newly established Sustainable Development
Mechanism (market-based) does not discriminate against CCS
mitigation or actions;

§

Engage in the implementation of the Paris Agreement ‘technology’
agenda to ensure CCS technology is discussed and considered.
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